Let's us review what this concept says:
In a PV examination, the examinee's psychological set will be drawn to the test question holding the greatest threat or interest to his/her general well-being thus engaging the selective attention which may tune out test questions posing a lesser threat, hence causing an anticlimax dampening eff ect on all questions except that which gained the examinee's selective attention. Th erefore, when two distinctly separate crimes are included in the same test, the suspect who is guilty of both of them may respond only to the crime that he/she feels to be the greatest threat to his/her well-being. Furthermore, the relevant question off ering the greatest threat to the guilty examinee will cause partial or complete dampening of control question reactions, thus an
Th is theory proposed by Cleve Backster is based on the principle of the "psychological set". A theory that holds that a person's fear, anxieties, and apprehensions will be directed towards the situation which holds the greatest threat or interest for his/her well-being or self-preservation at that moment in time. In a polygraph examination, a guilty examinee's concern over an intense relevant question may result in a full or partial dampening of responses to other relevant questions about deception, as well as to comparison questions. (Backster 1963) [2].
Let's review a case that clearly demonstrates this theory. During a basic course in polygraph, we playacted a mock crime. Th ere were three participants: two active and one passive. Two of the students were asked to steal an item: Student A stole a cellphone and Student B -a laptop.
Student A was also asked to take a knife from the kitchen and, with the help of student B, lock student C (a female) in a small closet. Th is was done while student C was not present. When student C entered the room the two students asked her to enter into the closet and she did. Student B held the knife in his hand behind her back. Later on student C stated that she never felt threatened nor saw the knife.
After completing the mock crime roleplay, all students underwent a test. Th e examiner of student A decided to run an AFMGQT with 4 relevant question as follows:
(R4) Did you cause the disappearance of the missing laptop? (R6) Did you cause the disappearance of the missing mobile phone? (R8) Did you point a knife at student C's back today? (R10) While pushing Student C into the closet, did you have a knife in your hand?
